Machine control data for the automation of the circular braiding process has been generated using previously published mathematical models that neglect yarn interaction. This resulted in a significant deviation from the required braid angle at mandrel cross-sectional changes, likely caused by an incorrect convergence zone length, in turn caused by this neglect. Therefore the objective is to use a new model that includes the yarn interaction, assuming an axisymmetrical biaxial process with a cylindrical mandrel and Coulomb friction. Experimental validation with carbon yarns and a 144 carrier machine confirms a convergence zone length decrease of 25% with respect to a model without yarn interaction for the case analyzed, matching the model prediction using a coefficient of friction of around 0.3.
Introduction
Overbraiding is a manufacturing process for the production of bi-and triaxial tubular preforms of composite material. A mandrel is used to define the inner surface shape of the preform. After braiding, the preform is usually impregnated and cured using resin transfer molding. Optionally, the mandrel is removed afterward. Hundreds of yarns can be deposited simultaneously, providing a fast fiber deposition. The interlaced structure of braids can reduce the tendency of the yarns to slip off the mandrel after deposition. This enables the use of more complex mandrel shapes compared to filament winding. Overbraided components also have favorable impact strength properties as the interlaced structure limits crack growth and increases delamination resistance. It is used for semiautomated series production of e.g. primary structural components for cars and aircraft.
Process description
The circular braiding process is schematically shown in Fig. 1 . A mandrel is moved through the machine with an axial 'take-up speed' v while warp (X) and weft (O) yarns are pulled from spools on carriers that rotate around it with speed x. One group of spools, denoted by the warp spools, moves clockwise while the other group of spools, the weft spools, moves counter-clockwise with the same speed. For axial braiding machines, the spool axes are in the same direction as the process axis. The actual spool movement is shown in Fig. 2 . The two corresponding yarn groups interlock, forming a biaxial fabric on the mandrel. The braid angle a is defined as the angle, measured on the mandrel surface, that a deposited warp or weft yarn makes with the centerline projection. Optionally a third group of stem yarns can be inserted to form a triaxial braid. The yarns move from the spools to the mandrel through the funnel-shaped 'convergence zone'. The point where a yarn comes in first contact with the mandrel is denoted by the 'fell point'. The set of fell points is denoted here as the 'fell front'. Guide rings can be used to enable reverse braiding and to improve process control. A guide ring vibration unit can reduce the effects of friction on the yarn deposition and distribution on the mandrel. For thick-walled components, the mandrel can be repeatedly overbraided using multiple runs in forward and reverse direction.
Problem and objective
In [1] , a braid was manufactured on a machine controlled with instructions that were generated using a model that neglects yarn interaction. This resulted in deviations up to 10 degrees from the required braid angle. The main reason for this was expected to be an incorrect convergence zone length, in turn caused by the neglect of yarn interaction in the convergence zone. To reduce the error, yarn interaction must be taken into account. Apart from a convergence zone length change, the yarn interaction also increases yarn damage by shearing broken fibers off the yarns, in turn affecting the yarn interaction behavior [2] and the component quality. In order to reduce the number of manufacturing iterations to achieve a satisfactory braid angle, a more accurate value of the convergence zone length is required. The objective of this work is to model the yarn interaction including friction, resulting in the coordinates of each interlacement point in the convergence zone and its length.
Previous work
In their early contribution to the field on braiding analysis, Du and Popper [3] reported that braiding over conic mandrel seg-ments requires manual adjustment of the take-up speed profile that was generated using kinematics, neglecting yarn interaction and transient effects. In the last two decades, yarn-to-yarn interaction in the braiding process convergence zone has been modeled by a number of authors.
Zhang et al. [4, 5] reported that the discrepancy between kinematic models and experiments increases with the friction and the number of spools. They modeled the axisymmetrical braiding process with a cylindrical mandrel and a 64-carrier machine. The spool tension was taken as input, as well as parameters describing Howell friction [6] . The yarns were modeled by their centerlines as 2D curves on a plane approximating the flattened version of the generally non-developable convergence zone surface. The yarn cross-section was modeled as an ellipse, but transverse yarn defor-Nomenclature mation was not taken into account. In general, these assumptions do not hold due to the significant yarn curvature in the convergence zone and the decreasing yarn width caused by lateral compression by adjacent yarns. The serpentine spool path, tension fluctuation and yarn mass, were, amongst others, ignored. Using a 36 carrier machine, Mazzawi [7] emphasized yarn interaction as important for accurately braiding over complex mandrels and introduced an 'interlacing parameter', based on physical steady-state experiments, to account for the resulting convergence zone length change.
The braiding process can also be modeled using a finite element approach as shown in e.g. [8] , enabling the modeling of features that are ignored in kinematic approaches like yarn-to yarn friction, yarn deformations, slip after deposition and gravity at the cost of computation time.
The 'inverse solution', where the desired braid angle distribution is input, the machine speeds are output, and the yarn interaction is taken into account, has not been published to the knowledge of the authors. In [1] , the inverse solution was obtained using inverse kinematics, neglecting yarn interaction. This model outputs the braiding machine take-up speed profile, given the mandrel geometry and a constant carrier rotation speed as input.
In this work the yarn interaction including friction is modeled for the special case of the axisymmetrical steady state with a single yarn material, solving for the required machine kinematics to achieve a prescribed braid angle for a given cylindrical mandrel radius. A larger 144 carrier machine is used, a common size for vehicle structural components, increasing the effects of yarn interaction. The novelty consists of modeling the change of the yarn cross-sectional shape, and the double curved representation of the convergence zone surface instead of an approximation by a developable surface. The description of the analytical model is followed by an experimental validation and a discussion of the results.
Model
After providing the main modeling assumptions, a single interlacement point is analyzed. Next, this analysis is generalized to an arbitrary number of interlacement points. Finally, two numerical implementations are described.
Assumptions
It is assumed that the braiding process is axisymmetric as shown in Fig. 1 , so one modeled yarn represents all and the spool movement is modeled as circular. The process is assumed to be in a steady state, here loosely defined as a process with constant yarn shape, -length and velocities when observed while rotating with a yarn around the process axis. Assuming a negligible yarn weight compared to the yarn tensions, yarn mass is neglected and the process is modeled as quasi-static, entailing the neglect of gravity and inertia effects. The inter-yarn friction dependency on pressure, relative speed and the relative fiber orientation [9] is neglected. For the latter, if two contacting and untwisted yarns are moved increasingly parallel to each other at a very small angle, then the coefficient of friction increases rapidly. However, such small angles do not occur in the braiding process due to the interlacement, partly justifying this assumption. Coulomb friction is used to model friction at interlacement points, neglecting stick-slip and viscous-like friction. Howell friction is not used due to the lack of the corresponding material characterization data.
The yarns are modeled as inextensible and their bending stiffness is neglected. The yarn trajectory is represented by a polyline, created by its interlacement points, and the fell point is the first of those. The yarn cross-sectional area is assumed constant and rectangular. This corresponds to a constant fiber volume fraction, equal to the yarn on the spool and independent of deformation. Yarn spreading relative to the initial yarn width is neglected. Simultaneously, no resistance against a reduction in yarn width is assumed. Hence, yarns can only deform by a decrease of width w y and a simultaneous increase of thickness t y relative to that on the spool, reducing its width-to-thickness aspect ratio defined as
The breakage, detachment from yarns and entanglement of fibers are neglected. The guide ring thickness is neglected, representing it by a circle. Define the 'creating circle' as the smallest circle that is in contact with the yarns, either the spool plane circle or one of the optional guide rings. In Fig. 1 , the outer guide ring is the creating circle. Analogously, the 'supply point' is defined as either the spool or the optional contact point between the yarn and a guide ring. In this work, only the convergence zone region between the front of fell points and the creating circle is modeled. Finally, the yarn tension at the optional guide ring is assumed to equal that at the spool.
Single interlacement point
Under the assumptions given in Section 2.1, a single interlacement point a for one warp and one weft yarn is analyzed. For Coulomb friction, an 'average apparent dynamic inter-yarn coefficient of friction' l ap is used. Denote the machine coordinate system (CS) with origin m and axes fu; v; wg. The fictitious cases with a zero, intermediate (finite and positive non-zero) and infinite value of l ap are compared in Fig. 3 , leading to interlacement points a 0 ; a and a 1 , respectively, and convergence zone lengths H 0 ; H and H 1 . When yarn interaction is neglected, the convergence zone length is
with r sp the spool plane radius, r m the mandrel radius and a the braid angle. In Fig. 4 , the instantaneous kinematics are shown, including a kink described by angle b and the interlacement point a. The shown relative velocity v rel;X of the warp (X) yarn is equal to the difference of v X and v O , corresponding to the instantaneous velocities of fiber material particles at a on the X and O yarn, respectively, rotating around their instantaneous fell point. As indicated earlier [4] , v rel;X is directed tangentially around the process axis and the friction acts in its opposite direction. For the extreme cases, b ¼ 0 for l ap ¼ 0 and b ¼ p 2 À a for l ap ¼ 1 at the instant of the interlacement point touching the mandrel. This shows that the fell point p shifts toward the spool plane with an increasing l ap , thereby reducing the convergence zone length, matching earlier statements [1, 7, 10, 11] . Hence, the convergence zone length is bounded from both below at infinite friction and from above at zero friction.
Multiple interlacement points
Force equilibrium equations can be applied to derive the positions of the successive interlacement points on a yarn in the convergence zone, from the fell point with the prescribed fiber orientation up to the supply point. The yarn segments between two interlacement points are described as two-force members, with Coulomb friction at the interlacements. Yarn compression towards the fell point is taken into account, including the resulting increase in yarn thickness and its effect on the friction forces. The equations, unknowns and boundary conditions are introduced in more detail below.
Define the 'fell point coordinate system' as the global Cartesian CS with the axes fx; y; zg and its origin on the process axis and closest to the fell point as shown in Fig. 5 . Unless specified otherwise, the local machine CS and all coordinates are expressed in the fell point CS. Let the machine axis w be collinear with z.
Define n ipt as the number of interlacement points per yarn, including the fell point and the supply point (replacement) that is discussed later. There are three quasi-static force equilibrium equations for each 'interior' interlacement point, i.e. excluding the fell-and supply point, in the Cartesian three-dimensional space,
with the unit direction vectors f and t in bold, F and G as the yarn tension magnitudes, and W as the friction force magnitude. This results in 3ðn ipt À 2Þ equations. Neglecting bending, the yarn segments between two consecutive interlacement points are twoforce members subjected to a tensile force that increases from the fell point to the spool, so
Next, the unknowns are identified. The number of interlacement points n ipt is unknown, just as the interior interlacement point positions and the supply point position. An initial guess of n ipt can be obtained using the process geometry without yarn interaction. Each interlacement point, including a known fell point, lies on a 'constraint plane' through the process axis z shown in Fig. 6 , spaced at an angular interval
with n y the number of yarns per yarn group. Following any yarn from its fell point into the convergence zone, the ith interlacement point lies on the same 'interlacement circle', centered around the process axis. Due to the axisymmetry, the interlacement points can be conveniently expressed in cylindrical coordinates ðr; u; zÞ shown in Figs. 5 and 6. Given a known fell point a 0 of a yarn, previously denoted by p in Fig. 3 , the ith interlacement point on that yarn has the angle The boundary conditions to be prescribed are the fell point a 0 and its yarn direction f 0 , corresponding to the prescribed braid angle. The yarn segment between a 0 and a 1 is constrained to be in direction f 0 using the corresponding direction cosine,
Generally, the supply point is not an interlacement point and does not lie on a constraint plane. For a valid solution, one 'virtual' interlacement point must lie outside the creating circle radius r cc as shown in Fig. 6 . The supply point is the intersection between the creating circle extrusion and the yarn polyline end segment connected to the virtual point. The virtual point is included in n ipt , replacing the actual supply point. The yarn tension magnitude must be prescribed as a boundary condition at the virtual point.
The number of variables in r and z to be solved is 2ðn ipt À 1Þ, excluding the known fell point and including the virtual interlacement point. This number is exceeded by the 3ðn ipt À 2Þ force equilibrium Eq. (3), making the system of equations overdetermined. However, approximate solutions can be obtained using nonlinear optimization techniques as shown in the next section. In the remainder of this section, the constituents of Eq. (3) are derived, mainly using Fig. 5 .
Coulomb friction is used to obtain the friction force magnitude,
with l ap as the average apparent dynamic inter-yarn coefficient of friction and N i as the local normal force magnitude, approximated as shown in Fig. 7 by assuming only a small rate of change of F; G and 'crimp angle' h along the yarn. As shown in Fig. 8 , h i is approximated by
as the 'interlacement pitch', n float as the constant braid 'float length' (the number of ends) of either a plain weave (n float ¼ 1) or a 2/2-twill (n float ¼ 2), and t y;i as the local yarn thickness,
with w y;i as the local yarn width and A y as the constant yarn crosssectional area, 
with w y;ini as the initial yarn width on the spool and w av;i as the local available width, assuming only a small rate of change for w av .
Between the ith and ði þ 1Þth interlacement point,
using the symbols in Fig. 5 . To obtain the parameters d i and w i , the following parameters are required. The interlacement circle tangent t points in the yarn rotation direction when traveled from fell to spool, corresponding to the relative yarn sliding direction as described in Section 2.2, 
In Eq. (15), the angle w i is the 'pseudo-braid angle complement',
and d i is half the local Euclidean distance between two adjacent interlacement points on the same interlacement circle,
with d from Eq. (5) and radius r i as the distance between a i and the process axis, A 'diamond braid' having n float ¼ 1, and three 'regular braids' having n float ¼ 2 with a decreasing yarn-to-yarn spacing, resulting in a yarn thickness increase that can occur when traveling to the fell point. Fig. 9 . Yarn width wy as a function of the available width wav and the initial yarn width wy;ini.
Implementation
An implementation involving non-linear optimization techniques is presented, followed by a 'frontal approach'. No generic concise analytical expression of the convergence zone length as a function of the input parameters was found. Instead, only case-specific numerical simulations can be performed using the proposed approaches.
Non-linear optimization approach
The problem was solved using Matlab's [12] 'fsolve' command. This command requires a function f as input and solves f ðxÞ ¼ 0 without requiring any derivative of f as input. Here, f ðxÞ ¼ y ð22Þ
with the unknown cylindrical coordinates of the interlacement points as input,
Not shown here are the constant process parameter inputs listed in Table 1 . The outputs are the resultant force residuals from Eq. (3) in Cartesian coordinates and the residual direction cosine from Eq. (7),
The function f first transforms the input coordinates to Cartesian. Next, for each interlacement point and yarn segment, the geometry is evaluated using Eqs. (10)-(21). Finally, the terms of Eq. (24) are evaluated. Further implementation details of f are beyond the scope of this work. The 'Trust-Region-Reflective' solver was assigned to fsolve for obtaining a solution to Eq. (22). The solver performs a non-linear optimization (NLO), providing the name for this approach. An NLO generally has Oðn 3 Þ time complexity, where n is the number of unknowns. It can have zero, one or multiple solutions, depending on the applied friction model and the boundary condition magnitudes. The emerging solution depends on the initial guess of the interlacement point positions. Strategies for finding the correct solution are beyond the scope of this work.
Frontal approach
An approximate solution can also be obtained using a computationally faster 'frontal sweep' for a single interlacement point at a time, starting at the fell point and progressing through the convergence zone until a virtual interlacement point is found outside of the creating circle radius r cc . The supply point is obtained as the intersection between the last yarn segment and the surface of the creating circle extrusion. The same boundary conditions from the NLO approach apply. As an initial guess, the tension magnitude F 0 ¼ F sp is used at the known fell point a 0 with the known fiber direction f 0 . For the approximation of the normal force N, only the tension at the fell point side is used, and the crimp angle h of the previous point is used, assuming only a gradual change, replacing Eq. (9),
Similarly, instead of calculating the interlacement pitch p i using two interlacement points in Eq. (11), using Fig. 5 ,
From the fell point to the spool, the next interlacement point is obtained by
eliminating Eq. (7) . The evaluation order of the equations at each interlacement point is shown in Fig. 10 and is traceable using Fig. 5 . The implementation of this evaluation sequence has OðnÞ time complexity, where n ¼ n ipt , and therefore offers a dramatic computation time reduction compared to the NLO, although obviously slower than the Oð1Þ time complexity without yarn interaction. There is no need for an initial guess of the interlacement point coordinates and they inherently coincide with the constraint planes. If Coulomb friction is used, the friction force W scales with the same factor as the tension force F. As a consequence, at each interlacement point the yarn kink angle is independent of the tension magnitude, and, in turn, the yarn geometry and convergence zone length are independent of the spool tension. Given the solution geometry, the corresponding tension distribution can be evaluated as a post-processing step.
Numerical case study
Both approaches are compared to assess if the faster frontal approximation yields a solution that is close enough to the more generic NLO approach.
A centered cylindrical mandrel is overbraided without the use of guide rings. The used parameter values are listed in Table 1 and correspond as good as practically possible to the physically equivalent experiment described in Section 4. The expected coefficient of friction of approximately 0.2 is based on perpendicular tow-to-tow friction measurements from [8, 9] and is primarily used for the numerical comparison. The result is a non-jamming braid and a full mandrel surface coverage, which is usually desired. Figs. 11 and 12 represent the positions of the successive interlacement points, which show that for this case the systematic error of the frontal approach is negligible compared to that of the NLO approach and that the latter appears to yield the correct solution.
A parametric study showed a substantial convergence zone length decrease of 50 mm per 0.1 difference in l ap . Variation of the other parameters resulted in relatively small changes.
Experiment
The experimental setup consists of a hot-wire cut styrofoam cylindrical mandrel with its axis coinciding with the braiding machine axis. The mandrel is clamped on a aluminum tube having a bending stiffness high enough to limit the gravity-induced deflection below a millimeter, asserting the axisymmetry assumption. A Eurocarbon 144 carrier machine without guide rings as shown in Fig. 13 was used and a single yarn material, Teijin Toho Tenax IMS65 E23 24k carbon yarn was used for both yarn groups. The corresponding values are listed in Table 1 .
It was made sure that the process was in steady state to avoid non-prescribed transient braid angles [13] . For this purpose, a distance of 500 mm was overbraided and the braid angle was asserted to be 60 degrees using a goniometer. It is noted that immediately after stopping the machine, the yarns show a viscous-like yarn motion which is not modeled. Fiber breakage and entanglements occurred at the scale ranging from single fibers to yarns, sometimes leading to situations as shown in Fig. 14, significantly affecting the yarn geometry in the convergence zone. Besides the entanglement that can be visualized in photographs, the entire convergence zone is permanently covered with a very fine web of detached fibers. Close-range photogrammetry was used to trace the 3D trajectory of yarns. During this measurement, the yarns were not touched. For this purpose, a tubular frame was built and put around the mandrel to hold coded targets as reference points for the measurement. Using Photomodeler [14], a generic photogrammetry software, ten warp yarn curves were extracted as piecewise linear curves with a negligible measurement error. Close to the fell points, individual yarns segments could not be properly distinguished and were not processed further.
Results and discussion
The yarns were modeled using the frontal approach for a range of friction coefficients, from l ¼ 0 to 3 and transformed to emerge from a single spool as shown in Fig. 15 . Analogously, the experimentally obtained yarn polylines were added to the same view for comparison. In the model and experiment, the yarn curves in the convergence zone are not planar. The yarn curvature is relatively large near the fell front and rapidly decreases towards the spools. The experimental yarns are closest to the modeled yarn with l ap ¼ 0:3. This value is higher than the value of 0.2 used in The angular increment of u between two interlacement points is 2:5 . The angular increment of u between two interlacement points is 2:5 . the numerical comparison, possibly caused by fiber entanglement. As shown in Fig. 16 , the corresponding average convergence zone decrease, as compared to l ap ¼ 0, is around 200 mm, 25% of the convergence length for frictionless conditions. The maximum average difference between this modeled yarn and the experiment, measured in the machine v-direction, was about 30 mm. Hence, for this case study and experiment, the proposed model is limited to represent the actual braiding process with an accuracy of this order. At the region of the maximum difference, the experimental yarns clearly show a larger curvature than the model in the spool plane projection. This is visualized in more detail in Figs. 16 and 17 . No significantly better match was found by a drastic change of model parameter values, including the yarn linear density q l , yarn fiber volume fraction v f , initial yarn width w y;ini , and spool tension F sp . Also a generalization to Howell friction [6] using various values did not improve the match.
Detached fibers, accumulated and entangled with broken fibers of yarns of the other yarn group, are not taken into account by the model. It is not clear if these phenomena always increase friction. Perhaps a decrease occurs as well in certain regimes, e.g. due to caterpillar track-like rolling of fibers. Detailed modeling of these phenomena requires micro-scale fiber interaction, which is computational cost prohibitive in the context of design optimization.
When increasing the radius of an optional guide ring located at a fixed distance from the spool plane and a given mandrel size, the convergence zone length increases as shown by Eq. (2). This increases the yarn length of the interlacement point slip, in turn increasing the accumulated fiber damage. Simultaneously, the contact angle with the guide ring decreases, decreasing the local capstan friction, in turn locally decreasing fiber damage. Hence, the effect of the creating circle size on l ap depends on the contributions of both effects.
The modeled rectangular yarn cross-section is a simplification of the actual shape and is used to provide a simple relation between width reduction and simultaneous thickness increase at a constant area. The same relation between width and thickness applies for alternative elementary parameterizations of the bundle cross section, such as an elliptic or lenticular shape. For other shapes, a very similar relation is expected. The possibility of the thicknesses exceeding the width is clearly a limitation of this model. The model does not include resistance of the yarns against width reduction, so it is assumed that its error increases for (nearly) jammed braids.
The circular spool movement assumption ignores the actual serpentine spool movement as shown in Fig. 2 and the effects of the spool carrier ratchet and pawl mechanism [15, 16] , with the following consequences: A modeled yarn interlacement point is created as soon as two spools of opposite moving groups pass each other. An actual interlacement point is created later due to the difference in spool radial position. The modeled distance between yarns of the same group in tangential direction is constant. The actual distance, however, alternates due to pairwise yarn cluster-to fell front to spools Fig. 14. A magnification of the region indicated in Fig. 13 , showing a cluster of broken fibers, emphasized by the dashed line, and the effect after entanglement with yarns, causing the yarns to kink as indicated by the white arrows. The yarn moving direction is indicated by the black arrows. ing as shown in Fig. 13 , caused by violating axisymmetry. This leads to the two distinct groups (each containing warp and weft yarns) of experimental data points in Figs. 16 and 17. All modeled yarns are subjected to the same constant tension. The actual tension fluctuates, optionally affected by empty carriers. For the fictitious case of a machine radius that is much larger than the mandrel radius and the neglect of ratcheting, the tension waveform would be similar to the spool amplitude waveform. For radial braiding machines, this geometrical fluctuation is almost eliminated. Consequently, the yarn interlacement geometry shown in Fig. 8 is a fairly coarse approximation.
Finally, the assumed coincidence of the fell point and an interlacement point is generally incorrect. However, in the common case of full mandrel coverage, adjacent yarns of a single group are approximately in lateral contact with each other, reducing the error to the order of one yarn width.
Conclusions
A yarn interaction model was developed for the axisymmetrical biaxial braiding process, implemented with non-linear optimization techniques and a computationally faster frontal approach. Comparison of the two approaches showed no significant difference in the resulting yarn geometry. A parametric study using the frontal approach showed that the result is mainly affected by the coefficient of friction for the case under consideration. A validation with a physical experiment using carbon yarns shows that a modeled coefficient of friction value around 0.3 provides the closest match between model and experiment. For this value, both the model and the experiment show a significant convergence zone decrease around 25% with respect to the frictionless model for the particular case studied here. This confirms that yarn interaction does significantly affect the convergence zone length. Hence, when generating machine control data for accurate results, neglect of this change in convergence zone length can cause significant braid angle errors. The main limitations of this model and many other braiding simulation models including those using a finite element approach are that they do not capture the effect of broken, detached and entangled fibers with a large effect on the interyarn forces. In addition, the model presented here neglects the non-axisymmetrical features, especially tension fluctuation and pairwise yarn clustering.
Recommendations
More experiments are needed to evaluate if the model results remain consistent with the experiments. To remove the effect of fiber damage, a different, possibly tape-like yarn can be chosen. However, the bending stiffness should remain as low as possible in order to match the model, or the model should be extended to include bending stiffness. The latter would advocate a finite element approach, although this still neglects the effects of fiber damage.
Benchmarking of the frontal approach and kinematic models in general against finite element approaches can be performed to evaluate the trade-off between accuracy and speed.
For larger braiding machines, gravity effects may become more pronounced, varying the resulting braid angle as a function of the circumferential position. Again, a finite element approach is preferred for this purpose.
The model can be integrated into kinematic braiding simulation software like Braidsim [17] and can be used to generate take-up speed profiles for the production of braids with braid angles that satisfy the tolerances better than the results from models neglecting it. To include guide rings, the frontal approach can be extended.
For more generic process configurations including deviations from axisymmetry and the addition of stem yarns, different approaches like finite elements or kinematics without yarn interaction are required. However, in the component design phase generally the former is too slow and the latter is too inaccurate. Therefore current research focuses on the generalization of the presented yarn interaction model to work with arbitrary mandrel cross-sections and further research in this area is required.
